
 

 

Framework for progression in mapwork 
 
The following document sets out a framework for skills progression in mapwork. It has been designed for schools following our Long-Term 
Planning Pathways, but can also be drawn on by schools following their own pathways. 
 
Together with knowledge outcomes, this framework will help to meet the requirements of the 2019 Ofsted framework.   
● Intent. The framework assures curriculum breadth, coverage, content and a structure that enables clear progression in knowledge and 

skills. (Ofsted Handbook, 157: “It is clear what end points the curriculum is building towards, and what pupils will need to be able to know 
and do at those end points…The school’s curriculum is planned and sequenced so that new knowledge and skills build on what has been 
taught before, and towards those defined end points.”) 

● Implementation. The teaching activities in the Oddizzi Schemes will help ensure lively, effective and appropriate learning based on the 
structured Pathways.  

● Impact. Oddizzi’s Assessment Frameworks will help demonstrate that teaching has resulted in clear and appropriate outcomes. 
 
Mapwork was highlighted by England’s Ofsted inspectorate in 2021 as an aspect of the subject where teaching and learning often needed to 
be stronger, especially at KS2. 
 
Additional guidance  
 
Professor Simon Catling offers invaluable guidance on mapwork here:  
https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/research%20library/GA_TP_makingmaps.pdf   
 
We suggest you download PDF 12: Developing children’s map understanding, although everything on the host page is useful.   
This free download provides a breakdown of phase-specific mapwork activities. You can integrate these activities into topic planning. 
 
Our framework also references additional relevant materials which are available on the Oddizzi website.  
  
All worksheets mentioned in this document can be downloaded by clicking the relevant link in red.  
 
Any links in green require you to log in to your Oddizzi account first. 

https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/research%20library/GA_TP_makingmaps.pdf


 

 

 
 

By the end of Key Stage 1… 
 
…children will have engaged in a range of activities that develop their environmental awareness, wayfinding, basic map competencies and 
map interpretation skills. They will have engaged with the materials available on the Oddizzi website (we have linked them to the relevant 
Schemes, below). They will have had regular opportunities to use and play with a variety of maps and globes, including the online interactive 
map on the Oddizzi website and our downloadable map worksheets.   
 
Extracts relating to map work from Pathways progression narrative  
 
By the end of Year 1, children should be able to: 
● annotate a simple map of the UK with some of its key features; 
● look at simple maps and aerial views of the local area, discussing and asking questions about its main features and the way symbols have 

been used; 
● work together to create a simple map of the local area. 
In addition, children should have had opportunities to develop their skills of mapwork through incidental opportunities within other subjects 
and via fieldwork and ‘geography in the news’. 
 
By the end of Year 2, children should be able to: 
● use globes and atlases – and annotate maps – to identify continents and oceans, including the location of the UK, Europe, Zambia and 

Africa; 
● use globes and atlases – and annotate maps – to identify the world’s hot and cold regions, locating the UK and Zambia within them; 
● look at simple maps and aerial views of a contrasting locality in Zambia, discussing and asking questions about its main features and 

comparing these with the UK; 
● make use of the four main compass points when describing the location of these key locations and regions. 
In addition, children should have had the opportunity to develop their skills of enquiry and fieldwork (including the use of data and 
mapwork), and to make regular use of globes and atlases, through incidental opportunities within other subjects, via ‘geography in the 
news’ and through dedicated fieldwork days. 
 



 

 

 

Y1 Weather and climate* (fieldwork 
opportunity)  

United Kingdom* (fieldwork 
opportunity)  

Local area* (integrates fieldwork)  

 Mapwork 
Lesson 3. Children go outside to 
explore their local school environment. 
In groups, they fill in worksheets based 
on what they can see. Once back in the 
classroom, they discuss what seasonal 
clues they have found.  
1. Season explorer scavenger hunt  
2. Weather and seasons I spy  
Extension activity: Children map their 
walk and add photographs and symbols 
to show what they found where.   
Lesson 5. Using observations and 
evidence from the school grounds, 
children fill in their own weather diary.  
Using a weather forecast sheet, they 
write their own weather report based 
on a particular weather type. 
1. Weather diary  
2. Weather report 

Mapwork 
Lessons 1 & 2. Children locate and 
label the UK, its countries, capital 
cities and seas on a map.  
1.  UK countries and capitals map  
2.  Blank map of the UK 
3.  UK countries map    
4.  UK capitals and seas map  

Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Extension activity. Children look at an 
aerial view of their home or school.  If they were 
looking out of the window, what would they see?   
They list the main features. They compare the 
actual view from the window with their lists. 
Lesson 2. Children carry out simple fieldwork 
within the school, observing its main features and 
using simple charts to collect data. Extension 
activities: children make a simple model of the 
school and its grounds from construction 
materials; they plan a route for showing a visitor 
around the school; they help an alien build a 
school  
1.  I spy school grounds  
2.  I spot school grounds    
Lesson 3. Local area fieldwork: children observe 
and record human and physical features of the 
area. Vocabulary game: Children create a concrete 
poem based on what they can see. Extension 
activity: Children mark features of the route on a 
journey stick.  
1. Local area scavenger hunts  
2. Houses and homes  
3. Houses and homes tally  

Lesson 4. Journey recount: children use directional 
language.   

https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/weather-climate-2/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/the-uk/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/local-area-studies/
http://digioh.com/em/6301/109696/asmenv3cs5?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/109698/m4mp75f6wx?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/109700/v486c4kgwy?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/168374/fbpmvjjark?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/76274/4mkgkr8gsz?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/76273/s57a5a5qxw?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/151213/2hejp2fc9g?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/151214/b7ev8yvw2m?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99162/ptabx43xzf?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99163/vaekhec9nr?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99165/78encck4dh?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99166/g8px4ut5mz
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99167/w46557xhfr?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*


 

 

Lesson 5. Using online aerial views and map views 
of the local area, children discuss and locate the 
key features they have seen during fieldwork, and 
what they notice as the view ‘zooms out’. They 
consider the use of Ordnance Survey symbols in 
mapping the local area.  
Ordnance survey map symbol activity  
Extension activities. Using evidence from aerial 
views, children discuss where their local area 
‘belongs’ (within the region around it, the country, 
the wider world). They look at and compare 
different types of maps and/or maps of 
contrasting locations in the UK. 
Lesson 6. Children create ‘messy maps’ of the 
area. Vocabulary game: Children work in teams to 
place key words on their ‘messy map’.  
Extension activities: Children take small toys for a 
walk through the ‘local area’ (i.e. the ’messy map’) 
and the toys talk about what they can see.  
Children share and compare images of their 
‘messy maps’ with pupils in other schools.  
Rectangular prism net  

  

http://digioh.com/em/6301/99169/g33s6zzh6f?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99172/7f27p47jff?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*


 

 

Y2 Continents and oceans  Hot and cold places  Mugumareno Village, Zambia  
 

 Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Where in the world am I? 
Children use the online Oddizzi map to 
locate and name their home area, 
county and country and make 
comparisons with other places. 
1. Where in the world am I?   
Lessons 2, 3 & 4. Children name and 
locate continents and oceans on world 
maps. They answer directional 
questions and add information to 
maps.   Lesson 4 Maths extension: 
Using the world map jigsaw, children 
use simple map references to explain 
how they would get from Europe to 
Africa. For example, if they start in B3, 
they will have to move south into B2.  
1. Continents and oceans maps  
2. World map jigsaw and sentence 
strips  

Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children annotate a world 
map with its main hot and cold 
places. Children use maps and 
globes to locate the Equator and the 
Poles. 
1. Hot and cold places photographs 
and vocabulary  
2. Where are the world's hot and 
cold places?  

Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children locate Zambia and Africa on a 
map.  
Locating Zambia 
Lesson 2. Children use a map to locate 
Mugurameno within Zambia. They use maps and 
aerial views to compare its location with their local 
area.  
Locating Mugurameno 
Lesson 5. Children make a model of Mugurameno 
village, showing how people protect themselves 
from natural hazards. 
Lesson 6. Children add scale models of homes to 
the village model and compare it with their area in 
the UK.  
A safe place to live  
  

Additional activities 
Please ensure you are logged in to Oddizzi before clicking the links below. 
The activities listed above are linked to the Schemes of Work. The following Oddizzi pages include additional age-appropriate map work 
activities for children at KS1: 
● What’s outside your classroom?: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-

environment/your-school/outside-your-classroom/  

https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/continents-and-oceans/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/hot-cold-places/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/contrasting-locality/
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99255/q32zb85xvt?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/28028/6ehr4uu8qe?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99256/q5xxywmabn?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99256/q5xxywmabn?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99134/auqta4dkuj?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99134/auqta4dkuj?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99453/cjuggzcps8?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99453/cjuggzcps8?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/places/africa/zambia/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/mugurameno/village-location/
http://digioh.com/em/6301/168375/jk5694qywn?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/outside-your-classroom/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/outside-your-classroom/


 

 

● Giving directions: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/giving-
directions/  

● Near and far: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/where-you-
live/near-and-far/ 

 
Age-appropriate activities are also set out on page 2 of Simon Catling’s document, Developing children’s map understanding, entitled 
‘Developing mapping experience during key stage 1: Years 1 and 2’. 
This is downloadable as PDF 12 at https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/research%20library/GA_TP_makingmaps.pdf 

  

https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/giving-directions/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/giving-directions/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/where-you-live/near-and-far/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/where-you-live/near-and-far/
https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/research%20library/GA_TP_makingmaps.pdf


 

 

By the end of Lower KS2 (Year 4)… 
 
…children will have engaged in a range of activities that develop their environmental awareness, wayfinding, basic map competencies and 
map interpretation skills. They will also have engaged with materials available on the Oddizzi website (we have linked them to the relevant 
Schemes, below). They will have had regular opportunities to use and play with a variety of maps, globes and atlases. This includes the 
online interactive map on the Oddizzi website and the downloadable map worksheets.  
  
Extracts relating to map work from Pathways progression narrative  
 
By the end of Year 3, children should be able to: 
● use globes and atlases to identify climate zones and consider their impact on different parts of the Americas, including South-East Brazil; 
● use globes, atlases and maps to identify the main human and physical features of North and South America; 
● interpret maps and aerial views of the Americas, South-East Brazil and Rio de Janeiro at a variety of scales, discussing and asking 

questions about their main features, and comparing these with places previously studied; 
● use appropriate vocabulary when describing place locations and map features (e.g. the Equator, the tropics, the world’s hemispheres). 
In addition, children should have had the opportunity to further develop their skills of enquiry and fieldwork (including the use of data and 
mapwork), and to make regular use of globes and atlases, through incidental opportunities within other subjects, via ‘geography in the 
news’ and through dedicated fieldwork days.  
 
By the end of Year 4, children should be able to: 
● use globes, atlases and maps to locate the world’s principal rivers, rainforests (and other biomes), including the Amazon; 
● interpret a range of maps and aerial views of the Amazon and apply this information to their understanding of it. 
In addition, children should have had the opportunity to further develop their skills of enquiry and fieldwork (including the use of data and 
mapwork), and to make regular use of globes and atlases, through incidental opportunities within other subjects, via ‘geography in the 
news’ and through dedicated fieldwork days. 
 
 

  



 

 

Y3 Climate zones  North America (medium-term plan) Rio and South-East Brazil  

 Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children label a world map 
with the Equator, tropics and poles and 
discuss why these lines of latitude are 
important.  
1. Lines of latitude  
2. Using lines of latitude and longitude  
Lesson 2. Children use a map to locate 
the Northern and Southern 
Hemispheres and two climate zones. 
Locating climate zones  
Lessons 4 & 5. Children locate places 
within their climate zones, using maps 
(including atlases with map indexes).  
They use this evidence to explore how 
the location of these places influences 
their weather/seasons.  
1. Cairo - How hot? 2. Cairo - How dry? 
3. London - How hot? 4. London - How 
wet? 
5. Manaus - How hot? 6. Manaus - How 
wet?       
7. Nuuk - How cold? 8. Nuuk - How 
wet? 
9. Seville - How hot? 10. Seville - How 
wet?      

Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children locate North 
America and some of its key 
features on a world map. They use 
world maps to investigate lines of 
longitude and latitude. They use 
map references to locate specific 
places within the continent. 
Using lines of latitude and longitude 
Lesson 2. Children use maps and 
aerial film footage to identify the 
countries within North America and 
states within the USA 
1. Film: Get a bird's eye tour of the 
USA  
2. America the beautiful  
3. Locating countries in North 
America    
4. USA states part 1 
5. USA states part 2  
Lesson 6. Children observe aerial 
footage of New York and compare 
these places with their home area.  
1. Film: New York State 
2. Film: New York City  
3. Comparing NY to where I live 

Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children locate South America and some 
of its key features on a world map. 
Lesson 2. Children locate South American 
countries and their capital cities on a map. They 
use world maps to investigate time zones, 
including time differences between South 
American countries and the UK.   
1. Time zones 
2. Locating countries in South America  

Lesson 4.   Children observe aerial footage of Rio 
de Janeiro and compare its landscape with their 
home area and other places they have studied. 
Film: Rio from the air 

 

 

 

 

Y4 Rivers* (fieldwork opportunity)  Rainforests  South America – the Amazon (medium-term plan) 

https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/climate/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/north-america/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/brazil/
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99443/454detbwtu?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99444/ctxtqcqmxs?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/106558/tyxy5wuthe?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122288/me9pksv6db?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122289/qtavtdxndy?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122290/z9w9jbmftm?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122291/4v27fydtvu?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122291/4v27fydtvu?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122293/y33pyne823?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122295/p5bcjpry82?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122295/p5bcjpry82?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122296/8xu6k4cn54?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122382/r625een3r6?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122382/r625een3r6?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122299/8ue8d7qxtf?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122301/qjkp5gsfcz?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/122301/qjkp5gsfcz?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99444/ctxtqcqmxs?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/places/north-america/usa/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/places/north-america/usa/
http://digioh.com/em/6301/75610/vqr6b2z7vx
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99450/gkv4chtt7a?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99450/gkv4chtt7a?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/28025/ykuptwv7c3
http://digioh.com/em/6301/28026/egcqtw2ufn
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/places/north-america/usa/new-york-state/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/places/north-america/usa/new-york-city/
http://digioh.com/em/6301/75611/6pz7g9sktv
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99475/msewywmzte?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99451/k4b2xd3f8v?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/country-close-up/brazil/rio-south-east/landscape/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/brazil/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/rainforests/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/the-amazon-basin/


 

 

 Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children locate and identify 
the world’s principal rivers on a world 
map.  
World rivers map  
Lesson 3. Children use aerial images to 
identify the stages and features of a 
river.  
Film: Take a flight down the River 
Thames 
Lesson 6. Children use resources 
(including online maps) to identify the 
key characteristics of one of the world's 
longest rivers.  
 

Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children locate the 
world’s principal rainforests on a 
world map and describe the pattern 
based on their location.  
Where are the world's rainforests?  
 

Mapwork 
Lesson 4. Children use maps, aerial views and 
information bases to locate the Amazon River and 
identify the main characteristics of the Amazon 
Basin. They draw the location of the river onto a 
map of South America. 
South America map  

Additional activities 
Please ensure you are logged in to Oddizzi before clicking the links below. 
The activities listed above are linked to the Schemes of Work. The following Oddizzi pages include additional age-appropriate map work 
activities for children at Lower KS2: 
● Fieldwork and mapwork activities in the Lower KS2 Local Area Scheme of Work:  LKS2 Scheme of work 
● What’s outside your classroom?: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-

environment/your-school/outside-your-classroom/  
● Giving directions: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/giving-

directions/  
● Near and far: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/where-you-

live/near-and-far/  
● The perimeter: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/school-

grounds/the-perimeter/  
● Noise map: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/school-

grounds/noise-map/  

http://digioh.com/em/6301/28031/k3euaraxc3
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/physical-features/rivers/stages-features/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/physical-features/rivers/stages-features/
http://digioh.com/em/6301/106562/pa4xtbpgw5?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99451/k4b2xd3f8v?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/143379/wbk2y4jbpv?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/outside-your-classroom/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/outside-your-classroom/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/giving-directions/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/giving-directions/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/where-you-live/near-and-far/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/where-you-live/near-and-far/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/school-grounds/the-perimeter/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/school-grounds/the-perimeter/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/school-grounds/noise-map/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-school/school-grounds/noise-map/


 

 

● Street survey: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/street-
survey/  

● Close to school: https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/close-to-
school/ 

 
Age-appropriate activities are set out on page 3 of Simon Catling’s document Developing children’s map understanding, entitled ‘Developing 
mapping experience during key stage 2: Years 3 and 4’. 
This is downloadable as PDF 12 at https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/research%20library/GA_TP_makingmaps.pdf 

  

https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/street-survey/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/street-survey/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/close-to-school/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/close-to-school/
https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/research%20library/GA_TP_makingmaps.pdf


 

 

By the end of Key Stage 2 (Year 6)… 
 
…children will have engaged in a range of activities that develop their environmental awareness, wayfinding, basic map competencies and 
map interpretation skills. They will have engaged with materials available on the Oddizzi website (we have linked them to the relevant 
Schemes, below). They will have had regular opportunities to use and explore a variety of maps, globes and atlases. This includes the online 
interactive map on the Oddizzi website and the downloadable map worksheets.  
  
Extracts relating to map work from Pathways progression narrative  
 
By the end of Year 5, children should be able to: 
● interpret a range of maps and aerial views of Athens, Greece and the Mediterranean region and apply this information to their 

understanding of it (e.g. when arguing the case for tourism in the Mediterranean); 
● use globes and atlases to identify the location of Greece and the Mediterranean. 
In addition, children should have had the opportunity to further develop their skills of enquiry (and to make regular use of globes and 
atlases), through incidental opportunities within other subjects, via ‘geography in the news’ and/or through dedicated fieldwork days.  
 
By the end of Year 6, children should be able to: 
● interpret a range of maps of the UK and the local region and apply this information to their understanding of it; 
● use maps and supporting information to route-plan a tourist trip around the capital cities of the UK; 
● use and annotate Ordnance Survey maps, including the use of grid references, in order to present arguments about change in the local 

region. 
In addition, children should have had the opportunity to further develop, use and apply their skills of enquiry and fieldwork (including the 
use of data and mapwork), and to have done so with a greater degree of confidence and independence. They should have continued to 
make regular use of globes and atlases, including considering some of the key questions and choices involved in their construction and 
creation. This should have taken place through opportunities within other subjects, via ‘geography in the news’ and through additional 
dedicated fieldwork days that include a degree of independent investigation.  
 

  



 

 

Y5 Mountains* (fieldwork opportunity)  Volcanoes and earthquakes (NB: this is 
a longer Scheme)  

European region (medium-term plan) 

 Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children use online maps, an 
atlas and map index to locate and 
identify the 'Seven Summits' on a world 
map.  
1. Seven summits map 
2. Atlas skills: Seven summits 
Lesson 4. Children use online maps, an 
atlas and map index to locate the UK’s 
highest mountains.  They use scale bars 
and online mapping tools to measure 
distances.  
1. The UK's highest mountains map 
2. Atlas skills: Three Peaks Challenge   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mapwork 
Lesson 2. Children label a map of 
the Earth’s plates and explain what 
happens at plate boundaries.  
1. The Earth's plates  
2. How do plates move and what 
happens when they do?  
Lesson 4. Children locate famous 
earthquakes on a blank world map.  
World map  
Lesson 5. Children locate famous 
volcanoes on a range of maps.   
Pacific Ring of Fire map  

Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children locate Europe on a world map 
and identify some of its characteristics.  
Lesson 2. Children use maps, atlases, globes, aerial 
views and other sources to locate and describe 
some of Europe’s countries and capitals.  
Locating countries in Europe map  
Lesson 5. Children use evidence from a range of 
maps and other sources to persuade someone to 
holiday in the Mediterranean.  
Lesson 6. Children use maps and aerial views as 
evidence when comparing life in modern and 
historical Athens with life in their home area.  

Y6 United Kingdom* (fieldwork opportunity)   Local area and region - Upper KS2* (integrates 
fieldwork)  

https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/mountains/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/volcanoes/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/europe/
http://digioh.com/em/6301/28030/2xuqd8r74k
http://digioh.com/em/6301/157672/a22sspq2tt?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/76288/t25rrauh67
http://digioh.com/em/6301/157657/autkbby9qs?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/88053/292zswg2ym?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/157661/8dgwesk9ws?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/157661/8dgwesk9ws?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/103716/fmepkyjram?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/106559/dcfw86een7?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/99448/z35byudkqv?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/the-uk/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/help/topic-planning/local-area-studies/


 

 

 Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children use maps and 
atlases to review and mark the location 
of the UK’s countries, capitals and seas 
and to make comparisons between 
places. 
1. UK countries map 
2. UK capitals and seas map 
3. Atlas skills - The United Kingdom    
Lesson 2. Children use evidence from 
maps, aerial images and other sources 
to find out about their home area and 
the UK’s cities, counties and regions.  
They annotate maps with this 
information. Children use atlases to 
plan a road trip around the UK.  
1. UK map 
2. The regions of England 
3. UK countries and capitals 
4. UK cities and capitals 
5. A road trip around the UK 
6. Counties hunt 
7. Film: fly over London 
8. Film: fly over Edinburgh 
9. Film: fly over Cardiff 
10. Film: fly over Belfast       
 
Lesson 3. Extension activity: Children 
use an atlas to plan day trips from UK 
cities.  

 Mapwork 
Lesson 1. Children use online maps at a variety of 
scales to explore and locate the main features of 
their home region.   
Place consequences  
Lesson 2. Children use road maps to investigate 
sites of interest at a range of distances from their 
local area, and annotate their locations and 
distances.   
Travelling out  
Lesson 4. Children carry out fieldwork to 
investigate and gather data, including locational 
information and chatterbox sketch maps, as to 
how a local urban area meets people’s needs.  
1. A place fit for people? 
2. Chatterbox   
Lesson 5. Children use evidence from the 
fieldwork to annotate an Ordnance Survey map of 
the local urban area, showing how it meets 
people’s needs (a simple land use map). This 
includes devising symbols and a key, and 
referencing some key sites using six-figure grid 
references. 
Lesson 6.  Children incorporate maps into 
extended writing (in the form of a newspaper 
article) about how their local region meets 
people’s needs. Extension ideas: planning a trip to 
a regional feature; creating and annotating an 
online map to document fieldwork findings. 
 

http://digioh.com/em/6301/151213/2hejp2fc9g?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/151214/b7ev8yvw2m?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/157656/d3456aw53d?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/76273/s57a5a5qxw?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/76285/cvk25qw5y3?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/76280/847g79fxpf?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/76281/um5tr3hu4q?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/157652/semnj2bmem?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/157658/v653yqerxh?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/places/europe/united-kingdom/england/london/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/places/europe/united-kingdom/scotland/edinburgh/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/places/europe/united-kingdom/wales/cardiff/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/places/europe/united-kingdom/northern-ireland/belfast/
http://digioh.com/em/6301/168387/kdhffawajv?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/168388/x52jdxehbz?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/168389/w8r3ypwy77?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/168390/a7e9zz92fr?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*


 

 

A day trip from the city  
Lesson 5. Children use maps to locate 
and investigate the UK’s national parks.  
Extension activity: children plan a day 
trip to a national park.  
A day trip to a national park  
Lesson 6. Extension activity: Children 
use information bases with an atlas to 
locate key energy sources around the 
UK.   
Find that energy source  

 

Additional activities 
Please ensure you are logged in to Oddizzi before clicking the links below. 
The activities listed above are linked to the Schemes of Work. The following Oddizzi page also includes age-appropriate mapwork activities 
for children at Upper KS2. These would be particularly useful as a supplement to the Year 6 Local Area and Region study. 
● https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/close-to-school/traffic-

survey/ 
 
Age-appropriate activities are set out on page 4 of Simon Catling’s document Developing children’s map understanding, entitled ‘Developing 
mapping experience during key stage 2: Years 5 and 6’. 
This is downloadable as PDF 12 at https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/research%20library/GA_TP_makingmaps.pdf 
 

 

http://digioh.com/em/6301/157650/jcmfv3awbw?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/157651/g2gbz3g2ve?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
http://digioh.com/em/6301/157655/ff4tycfsry?demail=*%7CEMAIL%7C*
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/close-to-school/traffic-survey/
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/global-knowledge/your-local-environment/your-area/close-to-school/traffic-survey/
https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/research%20library/GA_TP_makingmaps.pdf

